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The electric dipole moments of some trimethylphenyttin derivatives 

_Uthoegh d,+, bonding in certain organosilicon compounds is now fairly well 
established’, the evidence for a similar effect in organotin compounds is meagre and 
ako less conclusive_ Theoretical calculatious”- have shown that the amount of ox-erlap 
in ax+= bonding is not critically dependent upon the size of the d-orbitals in\-olved. 
Thus, in spite of its size, it is possible that the d-orbit& of tin ma>- be capable of 
en,+ng in bonding with the p-orbitals of carbon. We have accordingly- undertaken 
the measurement of the electric dipole moments of a number of suitabIe organotin 
compounds, in which dz-pz bonding might be espected to occur, in the hope that it 
may be illuminating. 

Thii report presents a preliminaq- account of the results obtained for some tri- 
meth_vIphen>-ltin derivatives measured in benzene solution at aSc. The results are 
,6x-en in the table, and as an additional point of interest, the moments of analogous 
Glicon compoundsj~4 are included for comparison (wherever possible). _.lso listed in 
the table are the calculated interaction moments” for both series, after correction has 
been made b>- Frank’s method6 for the rnasimum induced moment to be expected 
from the mutual electrostatic effects of the primac- moments. \I-here appropriate, 
the moments of the poIar groups para to Si(.CH,i, or Sn(CH,).. are regarded as 
separabIe’ * into “me5omeric moments” and “group pI= induced moments” whose 
combized effects may be obtained b>- summation. _kcount has also been taken of 
the fact that the OCH, and S!CH+j, groups arc ask&- non-symmetric with respect 
to the ring. 

Tin ~ like Ghcon and other Group IJ- B elements, has vacant &orbit& in irs 
valence shell ax-ailable for dative bonding with suitable elecrron donors. It is clear 
from the moments of the halogen-substituted compound that the Sn!CH,!, Pyoup 
is electron-relea&g with respect to the ring. Furthermore, our results furnish e\-i- 
dence in support of the view that d&x-e x-bond+ = occurs, b>- donation of electrons 
from a moIecu!ar orbiral of rhe aromatic system into a x-acant =&-orbital of tin, when 

stron&- electron-re!eGng substituents are attached para to the Sn(CH,), ,qoup, and 
probabI)- even in trimeth~iphenyltin itself- 

The fo1lowin.g resonance structures ma>- be postulated for trimeth?-lpllen?-Itin: 
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Structure (11) r&ects the difference in electronegativitv between carbon and tin. 

* \Ve zf2 ir~ci&r~~ io 2 refertv for this rrfc-rence. 



Since tin is: more electropositive than carbon, we should expect the moment of tri- 

methylphenyltin to be geater than that of f&-butylbenzene, but the moments of 
these two compounds are about the same. 0-g I and o-53 D respectively* suggesting 
that ri-bonding efiects may be prsent in the former compound. Further support for 
the existence of some double bond character in the %-Car bond is provided by the 
group moment of Sn(CH,j, in trimethylbenzyltin (0.69 Dj, in which conjugation 

bets-een the Sn(CW,). \qoup and the aromatic ring is eliminated, as compared with 
the somewh~at smaller value in trimethvlphen\-kin itself {o-jr D). 

The interaction moments of p-%C,H,Sn(CH,), 2s =I S(CH,),, OCH,, CH.J 
imply the esistence of a drift of electroni; towards the Sn(CW,f. group which cannot 
be acccunted for in terms of electrostatic inductive effecrs. These results, however, 

can be rationalizer! if one ssurnes that d,-+, bonding is pokhle between aromatic 
carbon and tin, as well as silicon_ It seems probable therefore that structures such as 

make significant contributions to the ground state of the tin molecule, a= in the cse 
of the silicon compounds. 

\Yhen the svbstituent is Cf of Br, the direction and magnitude of the interaction 
moment indicate a net shift of electrons from the Sn(CN,j, group towards the halcgen 
atom, ox-er and above that implied by the moment of C,H,SnjCH,f,_ The negative 
inductive effect of the halogen atom thus outweighs the positive mesomeric, i.c. 
d,-p, bonding is not indicated in the halogen substituted tin compounds. In direct 
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contkast to the tin compounds, how-e\-er. appreciable interaction moments in the 
opposite sense have been found for the halogen-substituted silicon compounds, in 
which back-donation is thus presumabl>- of reiativeh- greater importance. This con- 
trasting and somewhat anomaious behaviour of the halogen atoms in the two series 
ma- be attributed to their dual ability of attracting electrons or releasing them 
according to circumstances, an effect which has been observed particularly clea&- 
in the p\-ridine A--o-side systems. In the present work, since the controlling factors 
are the tin and silicon groups, it may be inferred that sihcon in the Si(CH,). group 

is more effective in deloc&ing aromatic Ir-electrons than tin, ix_ the amount of 

d=-fi= bonding between the elements silicon and tin on the one hand and the aromatic 
system on the other, is not quite the same in the halogen substituted compounds. 

In this connection, it is interesting to note that according to recent electron spin 
reonance spectra of phen_vItrimethykilane and -germane anion_;, si!icon in the Si(CH,) 3 
group is more efficient than germanium in deIocalizing aromatic .z-electrons*“. 
Furthermore. siudics on hydrogen bond formation of the compounds (C,H,),MOH 
(\\ehere 31 = Si. Ge. Cn, Pb) with ether and phenol, suf;gest that rr-bonding from 
oypcn to JI decreases markedh- in the order Si > Ge > Sn, Pb, being negligible” 
for Z-n and Pb. Since there is co&iderable disqreement concerning the exact sequence 
of ekctronegativitv V-RIWS of Group 11‘ B elements in the quadripositix-e statei”. our 
die!ectric re4ts, -which, on the baIance , support the usually accepted sequence 
Si > Sn ,in contrast to that proposed by _-!lIred and Roch~~r-~” on the basis of mezure- 
ments on proton shifts in iCH,j,JI. (_M=)Pb ; Get > Sn > Sis, should be of general 
interest. Further work on zatunted and unaturated organotin haI&+ is in progress. 

The organotin compoun& were prepared by- the Gri.gnard method or using 
lithium By the Iatttr method, we prepared p-(CHj,.SC,H,Sn(CH,).. m-p. _IO-~I’, 
whkh to our know-ledge. has not been reported before. (Found: C, _$_3~ ; H. 05; 
S, +Sr. C,,H,,XSn c&_-d.: C, $5-5~; H, 6-i.+; S. 4.~3 “A.! 
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